
SMART, EFFICIENT, RELIABLE

Elevate your pool maintenance with the COSMY 200 - the robotic solution that offers unmatched
efficiency, intelligent cleaning, and steadfast reliability. Say goodbye to manual scrubbing and hello to
more leisure time as COSMY transforms your pool into a pristine oasis with minimal effort. Designed
for smaller pools, its lighter, more compact design ensures it navigates the smaller space easily,
ensuring a clean pool is always just a touch away.

COSMY doesn't just clean fast; it
cleans smart, using less energy for a
spotless pool, contributing to a lower
carbon footprint and energy bill.

Energy-Efficient 

Experience unparalleled cleaning
efficiency with COSMY's dual
planetary gear technology, ensuring
precise and powerful pool
maintenance.

Planetary Gear Technology

COMSY ROBOT

BWT

At just 5.75 kg, COSMY is designed for
effortless handling, making pool
cleaning less of a chore and more of a
choice.

With three adjustable cleaning cycles,
COSMY adapts to the level of dirt,
giving your pool a tailored clean
without any extra effort on your part.

Customizable Cleaning Cycles

Lightweight Design

App-Controlled Convenience
The BWT app puts pool cleaning
control in the palm of your hand,
offering real-time programming.

Dual-Filter System
 The COSMY 200 features a powerful
dual-filter setup with a 15m³/h suction,
ensuring effective debris removal and
crystal clear pool water.
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Tile Line



 NAME WEIGHT
POWER
SUPPLY

POWER
CONSUMPTION

CABLE LENGTH POOL SIZE CLEANING TYPE
CLEANING

CYCLES

 BOT 200 5.7kg <29 volt <150 Watt 16m up to 12m Floor, walls and
water line 1.5, 2 or 2.5 hours

2 years

Warranty

Unleash the full potential of pool
cleaning with the COSMY 200's
intelligent app integration. With the
power to start and stop your pool
robot effortlessly, monitor its status
in real-time, and customize run
times to fit your schedule, pool
maintenance has never been more
convenient. 

Delay the start of a cleaning cycle
with just a tap or receive alerts when
it's time to empty the filter. This app
isn't just a remote control; it's your
personal pool butler, ensuring your  
pool is ready whenever you are.

Product Overview

Specifications

Poolrite Manufacturing  ABN 

For all sales enquiries, email:
orders@poolrite.com.au
For Technical support, call: 1300 368 300

Want to learn more about
our product range?

Visit poolrite.com.au

Smart control at your
fingertips
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